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      Application for parental allowance         

     Complete the details in the application in block letters and mark the corresponding information as follows       
                               

A Data on the applicant                       

                           

 Surname             Name            Marital status 1)  

                                     
                                        

 Date of birth  ID number (identification 
number)  Nationality  

                      
          

  Permanent address in Slovakia 2)   Temporary address in Slovakia 2)       

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City       Phone 
number 

            

                                        

 
Temporary residence permitted   
from 

      to                

 Permanent address (residence) in EU member state                    

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City       
Phone 

number        

                                        

 State       E-mail        
                                        

                                        

B Social status of the applicant 3) (also enter the relevant country in the box, including Slovakia) 
                                        

 1.  employee                       

 2.  

employee of the 
Ministry of Interior or 

 Ministry of 
Defence of the 
Slovak Republic 

                     

                                        

 3.  self-employed person 4)               
                                        

 4.  pension recipient                  
                                        

 5.  unemployment benefit recipient from               
                                        

 6.  unemployed from                           
                                        

 7.  Other                  specify        
                                        

                                        

C Data on the second entitled person (the second parent or spouse of the parent)       

 Surname             Name            Marital status 1)  

                                     
                                        

 Date of birth  ID number (identification 
number)  Nationality  

                      
          

  Permanent address in Slovakia 2)   Temporary address in Slovakia 2)       

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City       Phone 
number 

            

 Permanent address (residence) in EU member state                    

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City       Phone 
number 

       

                                        

 State       E-mail        
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Numerical references are given on page 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                            

D Social status of the second parent 3) (also enter the relevant country in the box, including Slovakia) 
                                        

 1.  employee                       

 2.  

employee of the 
Ministry of Interior or 

 Ministry of 
Defence of the 
Slovak Republic 

                     

                                        

 3.  self-employed person 4)               
                                        

 4.  pension recipient                  
                                        

 5.  unemployment benefit recipient from               
                                        

 6.  unemployed from                           
                                        

 7.  Other                  specify        
                                        

                                        

E 
Relationship between the applicant and the child/children born at the 
same time 

            

                                        

   parent                                   
                                        

   person to whom the child is entrusted with care replacing parental care, on the basis of the court decision 
                                        

   
spouse of the parent who is not the child's biological parent and who lives with the child's parent in the 
common household 1) 

                                                                                

                                        

F Data on the child for which the applicant is claiming the right to parental allowance 5) 
                                        

 Surname            Name              

                 
                                        

 Date of birth  ID number (identification 
number)  Nationality  

                      
          

  Permanent address in Slovakia 2)   Temporary address in Slovakia 2)       

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City          

 Permanent address (residence) in EU member state                    

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City          

                                        

 State         
                                        

   

 The child was placed in care replacing the parental care by court decision  
                                        

 of       number        valid from        
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 The child is under the care of a paediatrician                       

 Surname            Name           State  

                      

 Name and address of the medical facility                         

        
                                        

 The child has a long-term adverse health condition based on a report from        
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G Method of payment 
 
 

 

 
To bank account in Slovakia Account 

number 
          Bank code     

 

   

        

 

  IBAN   

  
If the account is not specified, the contribution is/will be paid in cash to the address of permanent residence  
in Slovakia/temporary residence in Slovakia*. 
 
*cross out as appropriate 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

H Declaration of the applicant                        

 

 

I declare that we do not stay  / stay  with the dependent child/children in a state that is not a member state of the 
European Union, a contracting party to the Agreement on the European Economic Area or the Swiss Confederation, and 
that during the stay in this state I have mandatory public health insurance in the Slovak Republic. 

I declare that another child born before the child for whom I am claiming parental allowance  was /  was not 
entrusted to the care replacing the parental care based on a court decision. 
 
I declare that all the data in this application are true and I will notify the payer of the parental allowance within 8 days in 
writing of any change that affects the right to parental allowance, its amount and its payment (in particular, the 
performance of a gainful activity by one of the parents in an EU member state).  

I am aware that I am obliged to return the wrongly received amount of the parental allowance. 

Pursuant to Section 11 of Act No. 571/2009 Coll. on parental allowance and on amendments to certain acts as amended, 
I will allow the payer of parental allowance to enter the apartment and provide information and explanations related to the 
conditions for the duration of the entitlement in order to verify the facts stated in this application that are decisive for the 
entitlement to parental allowance, its amount and payment. 

Information for the applicant  

The Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family - ID No. 30794536 - processes your personal data (including personal 
data of jointly assessed persons) pursuant to Act No. 571/2009 Coll. on parental allowance and on amendments to certain 
acts, as amended, and further provides the above personal data to public authorities. In case of any doubts, problems, 
questions related to the protection of personal data, you can contact the email address: 
ochranaosobnychudajov@upsvr.gov.sk. 

 

 

 In       dated           Signature of the applicant  
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CH 
The employee checked the data correctness 
against  

                    

                                        

   
 the original 
copy 

                                

                    

   available information system of public administration  
                                        

   specify        
                                        

                                        

 Surname       Name             

                                        

 Date of check            Signature of the employee            

                                        

 
 
 
 
 

 I. Numerical links to completing parental allowance application  

                                        

 

 

1) e.g.: married, single, divorced, widowed.  

       If the spouse of the child's parent, who is not the child's biological parent and who lives with the child's parent in the 
       common household, is claiming parental allowance, this fact must be proven with a marriage certificate. 
 

2) the relevant type of stay in the Slovak Republic mark according to the example, while temporary stay applies only to foreigners 

3) in table B and D, indicate the social statuses that apply to you or the second entitled person; in line 4 of tables B and D, enter the 
date (in the form of day, month, year) since you have been receiving the unemployment benefit and from which country, including 
Slovakia; in line 5 of tables B and D, enter the date (in the form of day, month, year) since you have been unemployed 

4) e.g. business in agricultural production, forestry and water management, trade license, business conducted on the basis of a non-
trade license (according to the act on commercial lawyers, the act on tax advisers, the act on notaries), a partner in a public 
company, a managing director of a company, a person providing personal assistance to a citizen with a severe disability, expert, 
interpreter, ... . 

5) Data on children born at the same time, who were born as the second, third, fourth, etc., are filled in a separate part F (e.g. F2 – 
second child born at the same time, F3 – third child born at the same time). Fill in the address of other children born at the same 
time only if it is different from the address of the first child. 

 

 
II. The applicant shall submit the following documents to the application for parental 

allowance for the purpose of comparing the data specified in this application 
 

 

➢ identity card (identification card) of the applicant 

➢ travel document and document on the permit for permanent or temporary residence in the territory of the Slovak Republic of 
the applicant – foreigner 
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III. The applicant shall attach the following documents and confirmations to the 

application  

 

➢ birth certificate of the child/children (original and photocopy), only if the child was born outside the Slovak Republic and 
the child's birth certificate is not issued by a special registry office, the applicant shall submit an official translation of the 
child's birth certificate (this does not apply if the child was born in the Czech Republic) 

 

➢ confirmation of entitlement to maternity benefit for a child for whom the applicant claims parental allowance is required only in 
the case of entitlement to maternity benefit which arose and was paid abroad or if maternity benefit was paid in the Slovak 
Republic by the military forces (the Ministry of Interior or the Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic). In the case of 
entitlement to maternity benefit, which arose and was paid in the Slovak Republic by the Social Insurance Agency, 
confirmation is not required (the Office will request the confirmation through electronic communication with the Social 
Insurance Agency). 

        Note:  
        If a document on receiving maternity benefit leave from abroad or a similar benefit from abroad is submitted, its official 
translation is 
        required. 

 

 

   

➢ confirmation from the health insurance company of compulsory public health insurance in the Slovak Republic, if the 
applicant and the dependent child  
        reside in a state that is not a member state of the EU, a contracting party to the Agreement on the European Economic 
Area  
        or the Swiss Confederation (part H). 

 

➢ If the entitled person is a minor mother and the court has legally decided on the granting 
of parental rights and obligations in relation to the personal care of the child, the applicant 
shall provide the following data from the last court decision: 

ECLI code (indicated in the court decision): ..............................................        OR 

File number of the court decision: ....................,Date of the court decision..................... 

Name of the court: ........................................................................... 

➢ If the court has legally decided to entrust the child to the care replacing the parents' care, 
or has decided to entrust the child to the care of one of the parents, the applicant shall 
provide the following data from the last court decision: 

ECLI code (indicated in the court decision): ..............................................        OR 

File number of the court decision: ....................,Date of the court decision..................... 

Name of the court: ........................................................................... 

Based on the above, the applicant shall not submit a copy of the court decision. 
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F...   Data on the child born at the same time                

                                        

 Surname            Name              

                 
                                        

 Date of birth  ID number (identification 
number)  Nationality  

                      
          

  Permanent address in Slovakia 2)   Temporary address in Slovakia 2)       

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City          

 Permanent address (residence) in EU member state                    

 Street       number        
                                        

 Postal 
code 

      City          

                                        

 State         
                                        

 The child was placed in care replacing the parental care by relevant authority decision  
                                        

 of       number        valid from        
                                        

 The child is under the care of a paediatrician                       

 Surname            Name           State  

                      

 Name and address of the medical facility                         

        
                                        

 
The child has a long-term adverse health condition based on a report 
from 

       

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

 
 


